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See the Good in every Student
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See the Good! Student cards

Strength Cards (26pcs)

Information about 26 character strengths in a  

compact form. Ideas for practising them.

Emotion Cards (7pcs)

Information about our most common emotions.  

Questions to help you reflect on your emotional skills.

Action cards (10pcs)

Cards illustrating how to make the best out of  

everyday situations at school and at home.

Assessment Cards (5pcs)

Crow’s star cards created to support self, peer  

and group assessment practice.

have been designed to support positive learning 

in kindergarten, at school and at home. They 

are suitable for learners of all ages and levels. 

They can be used both along with di f erent 

school subjects as well as independently.

(PDF ISBN 978-952-69270-5-3)

www.positive.fi
© Positive Learning Ltd
Authors: Pasi Kotilainen,  
Lotta Uusitalo, Kaisa Vuorinen
Illustrations: Ina Majaniemi
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How to guide children and  

adolescents to find their strengths

See the Good!

Lotta Uusitalo & Kaisa Vuorinen

The bad will look after itself,  

the good needs looking after 

One of the most functional ways of promoting wellbeing is to show 

children and adolescents their strengths and to teach them how 

to utilize such strengths. Character strengths are skills, which can 

be developed further, and which define us at our best. In addition, 

they help us to cope with the adversities that we all inevitably face 

in our lives. Educators concentrating on character strengt hs will 

also bring strength into their own lives, as they can concentrate on 

encouragement instead of exhausting negativity.

This best-selling book is written by Finnish researchers a nd special 

educators. The book presents the main character strengths, 

explaining where their use can be seen and encouraged. Plenty  

of exercises are included. 

Which way  

of thinking do you 

encourage in children 

and adolescents? 

It is not worth it.  

I will not  

learn anyway,   

it will go all  

wrong. 

  Good, I can 

do it. It is worth 

trying. I trust 

myself, I will do 

fine. 

www.positive.fi

© Authors and Positive Learning Ltd

Texts: Lotta Uusitalo & Kaisa Vuorinen 

Illustrations: Ina Majaniemi

Translator: Susan Ruusunen & Aakkosto Oy

ISBN 978-952-69270-6-0 (nid.) 

ISBN 978-952-69270-7-7 (PDF)



Finnish Education



WANT TO LEARN FROM THE BEST? LEARN FROM 
FINLAND

• The nature of a child is to want to know new things, to be inquisitive, curious about the world around
them, and to experiment with what they learn. 

• Finland’s education system builds on this, taking advantage of the natural curiosity and placing it at the
heart of education planning and curricula

• Highly competent and motivated teachers are the cornerstone of the Finnish education system. 

• In Finland, teachers are not only experts in their own subject area, but also experts in teaching and 
learning. 

• Finnish teacher training places special emphasis on the study of pedagogy: learning the art of teaching, 
tailored to how different people learn



TOP 3 reasons

Excellent learning outcomes

Finland's excellent learning
outcomes are the result of 
research-based pedagogy
and its innovative approach
to teaching and learning.

This combination supports
the creation of excellent
curricula and first-rate
learning environments and 
processes.

Top quality teacher training

High-quality training, 
professional freedom, and 
trust are the ingredients of 
success.

Teachers in Finland must hold
a master’s degree and 
pedagogical qualifications.

They enjoy professional
freedom and trust, and have
the power to influence their
own daily work and the
development of schools

Innovative teaching methods
and strong ICT sector

Finland has a strong ICT 
sector and a booming
gaming industry. 

This has helped to create
favorable conditions for 
developing cutting-edge
digital learning solutions that
make learning fun!



Positiivinen CV ja 
positiivinen oppiminen
Nimi, Titteli

nimi@positive.fi

positive.fiHello,
We’re Positive and 
we know that

Happy kids
learn best!



Traction

36.000 units

of ”Spot the Good!” book
sold in 2 languages in 3 years

15.000 educators

trained in our pedagogy
worldwide and are now our

early adopters

Finland 2019 launch

Ministry of Education training
over 6.800 teachers on 

Positive CV. Soft skills part of 
national curriculum

€500.000 prize

shared #1 spot in Sitra’s
Ratkaisu100 competition

Peer-reviewed

Two papers published
showing effectiveness and 

more in pipeline

5 paid pilots signed

across three international
schools and two Finnish

counties



What’s Right with You: Helping Students Find 
and Use Their Personal Strengths



Future curriculum?
Problem solving

Social skills

Creativity

Teamwork

Perseverance

Self-control

Compassion





Positive Education



Our Positive Method™ enables teachers 
to teach and assess Social and 
Emotional skills

Social and emotional skills are key human capabilities that allow individuals to manage their 
emotions, work with others, and achieve their goals. 

They are crucial for the wellbeing and success of every child and adult, and for the future of our 
societies and economies. In addition, social and emotional skills are the skills found to be the most 
predictive of success in a wide range of important life outcomes. 

They build the foundations that provide a basis for developing children and youth happiness and 
well-being. They are prerequisites for further efficient academic learning across the entire 
curriculums globally. 

Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) is one of the hottest topics in global education today and 
required by the OECD (2017) and other curriculum reforms globally.



Happy children 
learn best



Well-being 
promotes learning



Positivity 
seeds 
human 
flourishing







Positive Feedback

• Every student feels the need to succeed. 

• The good in a child or adolescent needs to be noticed and said aloud. 

• The positive feedback coming from adults is crucial to learning, well-being, building a positive self-image 

and forming identity. 

• Pay attention to progress and give encouraging feedback that supports self-esteem, and leads to positive

emotional experiences.  

• Giving feedback means caring, and positive feedback boosts your mood. 

• Conversely, lack of feedback makes you feel invisible and worthless.





Strengths Language

• Use strength vocabulary when you give feedback, encourage your students to engage in activities, or

describe your own actions. 

• You can make a list of strength words for yourself to act as a support for teaching. 

• Strength language helps students to better understand a particular skill that needs more practising, and 

also the ones that are already well mastered. 

• Strength speech makes the use of strengths concrete and leaves a strong memory trace, which allows the

students to incorporate it in small steps to their own thinking, inner speech and cognitive control.





Use of strengths

• Once you have identified strengths with the students, 

• 1. plan lessons and other activities so that each student can increasingly use their strengths for their own

benefit, and especially for the benefit of others.

• This increases their sense of self-competence. In addition, students get real experiences of actually using

their strengths, not just knowing them. 

• 2. give students an opportunity to think in which situations and with whom their strengths are best at use, 

and give them room to act. 

• Ask students to reflect back on these situations and consider, how their strengths were ‘at use’ and what it 

felt like. 

• Together, create a strength culture where everyone acts for the common good, all actions are directed by

goodwill, and where everyone can succeed.





Social Relationships

• At school, well-being is built together every day. 

• Sense of belonging to a group and to a community is crucially important to every student.

• Everyone needs to feel they are an important part of the group and welcome to join. 

• In addition to that, one must feel psychological safety in their own group in order not to have to worry

about making mistakes or being embarrased by others. 

• Support your group’s sense of belonging and approval every day by teaching them socio-emotional skills, 

and by giving them opportunities for rich interaction.





Walk the Talk

• Students may forget what you taught them, but they will never forget what you made them feel. 

• The teacher’s ability and willingness to meet the students in a warm and positive way engage them better

in the topic of the lesson, motivates them to work harder, and reduce the amount of disruptive behaviour

in class. 

• Your own example of being genuinely present, enthusiastic and caring is far more important than the

teaching material or method you use.



Come and join our global community of 
Positive Teachers at positive.fi

1. Give positive feedback 2. Use strengths language 3. Teach how to 
use the strengths

4. Promote social
relationships

5. Walk the talk







“Catch them
being good!”











1. Join the community of Positive Teachers at positive.fi

2. Download our free materials at positive.fi

3. Get inspired by our printed materials: positive.fi

4. Come to our training in Finland or invite us for a tailor-made training.

5. Join our on-line Positive Method course. 
Available in Finnish and English.

Ways to participate
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